2ND ANNUAL EVENT
18 November 2022 | 10:00 - 16:45

Venue
GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

Auditorium A1-B
Maison de la Paix
Chemin Eugène-Rigot 2
Geneva
**PROGRAM**

10:00 - 10:30 **REGISTRATION**

10:30 - 11:00 **KEYNOTE**

*Tanya Landon*

11:00 - 12:30 **PANEL**

*Good Faith in Contract Interpretation / Conduct of Arbitral Proceedings*

- **Alia Algazzar**, Senior Associate, Zulficar & Partners, Cairo
- **Shyam Balakrishnan**, Associate, Hanotiau & van den Berg, Brussels
- **Cara North**, Special Counsel, Corrs Chambers Westgarth, Melbourne
- **Angelina Petti**, Partner, Von Segesser, Zurich


12:30 - 14:00 **LUNCH BREAK**

14:00 - 15:30 **PANEL**

*State Liability for Environmental, Social, and Governance Measures*

- **Sumru Akter**, Investment Manager – Legal Counsel, Omni Bridgeway, Amsterdam
- **Maria Paula Arenas**, Head of Foreign Investment and Services Directorate, Colombia’s Ministry of Commerce, Bogotá
- **Kateryna Bondar**, Head of Legal, Petroforce, Geneva
- **Maria Kiskachi**, Associate, Bredin Prat, Paris

Moderator: **Courtney Furner**, Associate, LALIVE, Zurich

15:30 - 15:45 **COFFEE BREAK**

15:45 - 16:45 **DEBATE**

*Will technology make the roles of counsel and arbitrator obsolete?*

- **Pietro Acerbi**, Senior Legal Counsel, Accenture, Milan
- **Nicolás Caffo**, Business and Legal Affairs Manager, Utopia Music, Geneva
- **Jimmy Hansen**, Partner, Plesner, Copenhagen
- **Seoyun Kong**, Legal Case Manager, WIPO, Geneva

Moderator: **Nicolas Torrent**, Legal Counsel, Dentsu International & Vice President of the Swiss Legaltech Association, Geneva

16:45 **END**